
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: New SLP Performance Supercharger Packages Provide 
Power To Challenger and Charger

Supercharger kits from SLP breath new life to Dodge Muscle Cars.

SEMA Show, Las Vegas, Nevada – November 5, 2013 - SLP Performance announces commitment to the 
Dodge and Chrysler market with supercharger kits starting with the Challenger and Charger.  "As with all 
of our superchargers, we strive to provide the best performance, coupled with the most robust package 
possible," says Erin Dmytrow, Director of Engineering.  "Our new Dodge/Chrysler supercharger offerings 
do just this and also feature the easy OEM-class installation that you would expect from SLP 
Performance."

Product Highlights

• Designed to the highest level of OEM design, engineering and manufacturing standards

• Direct drive rotor pack eliminates the need for a jackshaft, extra bearings, extra pulleys and rear 
belt, yielding increased efficiency

• Intercooled with high-flow circulating pump and larger capacity coolant reservoir

• Intake manifold ports are port-matched (designed into casting) to the cylinder head ports for 
greater air flow

• Injector bosses cast into manifold at same angle as factory manifold, providing optimum fuel 
delivery to the back of the valve for improved combustion and atomization of fuel

• Includes plug-and-play wire harnesses, pre-bent and pre-cut hoses (no modifications required) 
for easy and clean installation

• 5-bolt pulley mounting system (stronger than 4-bolt system )

• 2 BAR map sensor allows more accurate fuel delivery under boost conditions

• Easy installation: only 8 - 10 hours

• Bolt-on installation, each package includes all necessary hardware for installation

• Includes a detailed installation manual  

• 90 Day Warranty on supercharger components 

• The most competitively priced TVS superchargers on the market 

• Design of outer case design resembles the inner helix design of the rotor pack

• Includes high-flow intake tube and bellows (connects to factory air-box assembly)

• Made in the USA



Applications

• Dodge Challenger

o 2011-2014 5.7L

o 2011-2014 6.4L SRT8

• Dodge Charger

o 2011-2014 5.7L

o 2011-2014 6.4L SRT8

Availability

These kits are scheduled Spring, 2014 availability.  Stay tuned for updates on this product by visiting 
SLPonline.com and subscribing to the SLP Newsletter. 

About SLP Performance

Established in 1987, SLP Performance has stood for quality performance enhancements for late-model 
American Muscle cars from the beginning, and it continues this commitment today.  SLP's initial claim to 
fame says it all: It was the first company in the performance aftermarket to develop and manufacture a 
50-state emission-legal performance package -- specifically for V8 Camaros and Firebirds.  True to its 
name ("Street Legal Performance"), the vision of SLP's part program is to not just provide performance, 
but to do so with the best engineering practices and quality possible, far exceeding the industry 
standards.

To learn more about SLP's performance parts offerings, visit SLPonline.com.

http://www.slponline.com/
http://www.slponline.com/

